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Extremes arise from Climate 
Variability and Climate Change

On regional scales climate dynamics is crucial

Daily extremes are clustered in time and space

This is because they are often driven by regional dynamics

We will think about extreme events of different duration e.g. 
daily events, seasonal events

Climate variability exceeds climate change for many years for 
most parts of the globe

Only when variability adds to climate change do we get 
unprecedented events

We need to move beyond “thermodynamic thinking”



Regional rainfall can be dominated by 
modes of variability e.g. ENSO

Observations

Dec-Feb Jun-Aug

Met Office
Seasonal 
forecasts

GloSea5

Changes of mm/day in many regions from this and other variability

Equivalent to many years of climate change

Can greatly exacerbate or completely counter climate change signals



Regional temperature can also be 

dominated by modes of variability

-ve AO

Cold advection 
into Europe

Cold, calm 
and dry

Winter 2009/10

Winter 2011/12
+ve AO

Warm advection 
into Europe

Mild, stormy 
and wet



Extremes show similar dependence

Changes in intensity and 
frequency of extremes

Patterns reverse as modes 
reverse 

Similar patterns to mean 
teleconnections: ENSO 
(upper) and NAO (lower)

Observed Change in Extreme Daily Precipitation from ENSO
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Modelled decrease in FrostsObserved Decrease in Frosts Without NAO change 1965-95

Kenyon and Hegerl, 2010



Extreme Seasons: Winter 2009/10

The most easterly winter on record….
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The most easterly winter on record….



Observations

Winter 2009/10

Met Office

ECMWF

Met Office system captured a signal 
for Winter 2009/10

But others did not….

Was this extreme winter predictable?



Winter 2009/10
Obs

1 member

Obs Extreme ENSO/QBO

Fereday et al, ERL, 2012

Ensemble Mean

Ensemble mean

Winter mean signal is 
predictable and reproducible

Related to upper level 
circulation

Driven in part by El Nino and 
QBO states (both predictable)



Extreme seasons: Winter 2013/14

Extremes around the Atlantic basin
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Extremes around the Atlantic basin

Getty Images



Global extremes winter 2013/14

Wettest winter in England and Wales in record back 248 years

UK storm on 24 Dec had lowest pressure in record back to 1886

Coldest N American winter for decades

Seen in seasonal mean pressure and temperature fields



Winter 2013/14 teleconnections

Met Office Seasonal forecasts for winter 2013/14

‘Successful’ members ‘Unsuccessful’ members

1/10 -15/11 start dates, SLP [35W-5E, 45N-65N] minus [60-30W, 25-40N], threshold = -6hPaDavid Fereday

Ensemble forecast members grouped into cases with good/bad N Atlantic signals

Note the North Pacific sea level pressure anomalies in the two cases

Successful cases show high pressure in the N Pacific



Winter 2013-14: drivers

W Pacific Rainfall Connection 
Sea level pressure associated with 

westerly QBO

• High rainfall over Indonesia

• Pacific jet stream “buckled”

• High P over Aleutian region

• Contrast between cold USA and warm 

North Atlantic favours storm development

• Strong westerly QBO

• Very strong polar vortex

• Westerly surface winds and more storms

Palmer and Owen, 1986

Scaife et al, 2014



Can we predict extremes in other 
years?

Global Seasonal Forecast System 5

Model: HadGEM3H  N216L85O(0.25)

Initialisation: NWP state + NEMOVAR + Sea Ice

Winter Hindcasts: 24 members starting around 1 November



Seasonal prediction of the NAO

Extreme 
Wet + Stormy

Forecast skill: correlation=0.62 

Forecast
Member

Forecast
AverageObservations

Extreme 
Cold + Dry

Scaife et al, GRL, 2014



Show a few patterns

Good agreement between

pressure patterns in many

BUT NOT ALL individual years

Good in many extreme years



Forecast Exremes
or 

Forecast Circulation?

Scaife, C.U.P., in press



Skilful Prediction of Extreme Events

storminess

temperature

windspeed

Skill for predicting impacts: storms, temperatures, winds…

Scaife et al, GRL, 2014



Forecast circulation reduces uncertainty

Scaife, C.U.P., in press



More Skilful Prediction of Extreme Events

storminess

temperature

Raw model From NAO forecast

windspeed

Higher skill over Europe from forecast of NAO!

Scaife et al, GRL, 2014



A final small scale example:

UK mean rainfall: 0.50 

Local rainfall: 0.25

UK mean rainfall: 0.75

Local rainfall: 0.46

See poster by Simon Stanley

Model skill is dominated by NAO



Summary

Dynamics governs the risk of many extremes 

Successful simulation of modes of variability (ENSO, NAO etc) 
and teleconnections is necessary for prediction or attribution 
of many regional extremes

Long term changes obviously involve global climate warming 
and related thermodynamics but the risk of impending and related thermodynamics but the risk of impending 
extremes even years ahead will always be governed by climate 
dynamics

Regional downscaling way well reproduce observed extremes 
when forced with observed boundary conditions but what do 
they know about the dynamical component of future climate 
change?  

Prediction of impending regional climate extremes out to months 
or years ahead may be best achieved by skilful prediction of 
large scale climate variability 


